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Summary 

The Nature Conservancy’s Mapping Ocean Wealth initiative is focused on calculating and describing the 

benefits the ocean provides to people, in part by using photo repositories as a data source. In collaboration 

with Microsoft AI for Earth and Esri, the team developed an AI-powered web application to illustrate the value 

of coral reefs globally as well as by country. By integrating AI and machine learning capabilities into a model 

that previously relied on user-input data, image recognition attains a greater level of specificity and accuracy.  

The Mapping Ocean Wealth application enables users to explore the tourism value in specific locations to 

support sustainable management goals. Mapping Ocean Wealth moves from global analysis of coast and 

ocean ecosystem service to looking at specific technologies around recreation and tourism in calculating the 

economic value of coral reef ecosystems. 

Saving the oceans through tourism and AI 

Coastal habitat loss is a significant threat to ocean biodiversity and ecosystem health. Coral reefs are an 

important piece of coastal storm defense, and their destruction from dredging, bombing, warming seas, and 

other hazards poses a threat to this ecosystem around the world.   

Sustainable reef management is influenced to some degree by how tourism affects the local economy. The 

global value of coral reefs (US $36 billion annually) demonstrates how tourism does and will continue to rely on 

the health of coral reef systems. The Nature Conservancy (TNC) created its Mapping Ocean Wealth initiative to 

calculate and describe the benefits the oceans and coasts provide to people. By identifying the quantifiable 

impact of coral reefs on local economies, the initiative encourages protection of ocean ecosystems as an 

economic asset.  
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The global value of protecting healthy coral reefs for 

local economies, like tourism, is estimated to be about 

USD $36 billion a year.  
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Building a better tool for finding ocean photos 

Mapping Ocean Wealth initially relied on images posted to Flickr, tagged by users with keywords such as “reef” 

or “scuba” in order to identify photographs of ocean reefs. However, tags aren’t consistently or reliably applied 

to all relevant photos, which means many were overlooked. To scale the identification of relevant images, TNC 

uses Microsoft technology and Esri’s GIS platforms. The goal is to use AI to create more robust collaboration 

and accelerate conservation planning on the ground by more easily and reliably identifying reef or reef-

adjacent images (such as beaches and ocean views).  

The Microsoft AI for Earth grant has allowed for greater collaboration between TNC, Esri, and Microsoft. 

Microsoft Azure, with its cognitive services API, not only provides a powerful and flexible platform to store and 

crunch data; it also provides tools like machine learning and data scraping that can be used to process Flickr 

and other internet-sourced images to better understand the state of the world’s ocean resources—and how 

they can be used to protect the planet.  

After the team built the software and trained the algorithm on a smaller dataset of photos with assistance from 

Microsoft AI Specialist Paige Bailey, they scaled the application to analyze geo-located underwater images 

posted to Flickr. Bailey was instrumental in letting TNC know which products and capabilities are available, 

demoing how these technologies work, and determining a methodology for model training. Through machine 

learning, the app can distinguish between a photo of scuba diving and one in a pool, for instance. By matching 

Credit: The Nature Conservancy, Mapping Ocean Wealth 
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the frequency and number of coral reef-related photos to other data (such as spending on nearby hotels and 

licenses for tour operators), data scientists can more accurately quantify the impact of coral reef tourism, 

kilometer by kilometer.  

This kind of analysis and visualization would be impossible at a worldwide scale were it not for AI and the 

Azure-powered web app, says Dr. Mark Spalding, TNC’s Senior Scientist and Global Science Lead. “Now we can 

push a button, and in a matter of hours we get millions of images processed,” Spalding says.  

Showing the value of oceans for conservation 

After its successful pilot stage, the nonprofit hopes to run the app in real time and accelerate conservation 

planning with AI and machine learning. “We can look at trends, then investigate the causes of those trends,” 

Spalding says. “If we can link changes to mismanagement, the tool becomes even more powerful because we 

can step in quickly and save the reef. This also helps ensure the tourism industry meets their bottom line—to 

preserve the condition of coral reefs as valuable tourist destinations.”  

That insight can change the general approach to conservation planning and translate into a stronger 

commitment to protecting the environment. For example, when TNC showed the Mapping Ocean Wealth map 

of the Florida Keys coral reefs to local officials, they realized just how much money pristine coastal and marine 

environments funnel into the local economy. In stretches of tourism-centric areas in the Keys, each square 

kilometer of reef accounts for up to more than $1 million every year. Florida leaders said that easy-to-

understand visualization would help them better preserve a critical natural (and economic) resource. “People 

are starting to have ‘aha’ moments,” Spalding says. “Seeing that hard data helps localities plan and realize their 

natural resources truly are precious.”  

Going forward 

The hope is that Mapping Ocean Wealth continues to open the door to partnerships within the tourism 

industry, such as with the World Travel and Tourism Council and JetBlue, helping to provide a more dynamic 

view of the value of coral reefs globally and locally. Advanced cognitive services will depict the relationship 

between coral reef health and tourism itself. By using best practices learned from the project, similar AI and 

machine learning capabilities can scale to other conservation projects with image recognition needs.  

TNC also plans to use AI and machine learning technology for an upcoming project in the Eastern Caribbean, 

where it is tasked with expanding the development and use of innovative tools that aggregate and analyze 

marine data for improved decision-making over ocean assets. This work will support five countries (Dominica, 

Grenada, Saint Lucia, Saint Kitts and Nevis, and Saint Vincent and the Grenadines) in ongoing and future 

marine spatial planning through the direct provision of spatially explicit information on their ecosystem service 

values, particularly relating to fisheries and nature-based tourism. By refining and expanding our approach to 
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analyzing large datasets through image recognition and textual analysis tools, TNC will refine existing models 

while generating novel methodologies and insights.   

About the Nature Conservancy  

The Nature Conservancy (TNC), founded in 1951, is a charitable environmental organization focused on global 

conservation of land, water, and climate. With a staff of more than 600 scientists, TNC is dedicated to 

conservation efforts and nature protection in 72 countries. The work of TNC has protected more than 119 

million acres of land and 5,000 miles of rivers globally.  
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